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Lemon Tree
Premier
Jaipur
Ideal for superior console
and lavishness

L

emon Tree Premier is
located at Nirwan Marg,
Bani Park, Jaipur. The
innovative interiors of this hotel
and the inspiring artwork make
for a setting that is refreshing,
contemporary and stylish. The
jokes on the walls live up to the
spirit of Lemon Tree, creating
an ambience that will amuse
and rejuvenate you. The
friendly and caring staff,
add a new twist to your
stay…every time.
ROOMS
There are 108 stylish
and luxurious rooms
and suites in the hotel.
Room
categories
include
Superior
Room; Deluxe Room;
Premier
Room;
Junior Suite and
Executive Suite.
Hotel also has a
specially designed
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room and bathroom for differently abled
guests and separate ladies section with a
range of in-room amenities designed for
lady travellers.
Superior Room
These rooms come with an option
of King and Twin Beds and premium
amenities. Facilities like hi-speed WiFi
,iPod dock, tea coffee maker, mini bar
and electronic safe makes your stay cozy
and comfortable.
Deluxe Rooms
These rooms come with an option of
King and Twin beds, these rooms have
attached four fixture bathrooms. The
contemporary ambience accompanied
with facilities like free WiFi*, iPod
dock, mini bar and electronic safe are
specially designed to give you relaxed
experience.
Premier Rooms
These rooms with contemporary
ambience come with an option of King and
Twin beds. Facilities like complimentary
transportation service, a mini bar, a DVD
player, an iPod dock and free WiFi* are
designed to make your stay comfortable
and truly refreshing.
Executive Suite
These spacious rooms with their
contemporary ambience, living room
and separate sitting room with attached
visitor’s washroom, come with King Bed.
iPod dock, free WiFi* and complimentary
transportation service is a treat for
guests.
Junior Suite
These smartly designed suites offer a
bedroom, living room, dining area and
come with a King Bed. They are equipped
with all premium amenities, iPod dock, hispeed WiFi and complimentary transport
facility to give travellers a relaxed and
comfortable experience.
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There
are 108
stylish and
luxurious
rooms and
suites in
the hotel.
Room
categories
include
Superior
Room;
Deluxe
Room;
Premier
Room;
Junior
Suite and
Executive
Suite.
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DINNING
Citrus Café
It a bright and inviting 24x7 multi-cuisine coffee shop that offers an
eclectic all day dining menu including Indian, European, American and
pan-Asian cuisine.
Slounge
At this hip recreation bar, guests are invited to have a go at the
PlayStation, enjoy a game of chess or shoot pool as they listen to music
and sip the drink of their choice. The décor is cozy and ‘chilled out’.
The ‘sloungilicious’ menu offers Indian and international cuisine.
Republic of Noodles
Lemon Tree’s celebrated pan-Asian restaurant showcases the best
of popular food from Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore, Cambodia,
Indonesia and Myanmar. Specialties include stir fries, clay pot dishes,
curries and noodle preparations. The contemporary alfresco seating
creates an ideal ambience for an unforgettable dining experience.
MEETINGS & EVENTS
There are three conference halls namely:
TANGERINE GRAND
This hall comes with a seating capacity of 200, an incredibly large
area, offers smart flexible seating options. It is equipped with high
speed WiFi, audio visual facilities and other premium amenities.
TANGERINE 2
This hall comes with a seating capacity of 110, it comes fully equipped
with an array of facilities including high speed wifi, a dvd player and a
built in projector.

Lemon Tree Premier,
Jaipur features
fresh interiors
and a welcoming
ambience. The
award winning
restaurants,
conveniences
provided and the
easy accessibility
ensure guests stay
is a memorable one.
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TANGERINE 1
Tangerine 1 has seating capacity of 90, it is fully equipped with
facilities like high speed WiFi, a built in projector and DVD player.
BOARD ROOM
It’s with seating capacity of 14, it is an ideal place for small meetings
and big ideas.
Recreation
At the spa, Fresco, the massages promise to pamper the body and
refresh the spirit.
The hotel has a fully equipped gym and a rooftop swimming pool
Lemon Tree Premier, Jaipur features fresh interiors and a welcoming
ambience. The award winning restaurants, conveniences provided and
the easy accessibility ensure guests stay is a memorable one. Winner of
Certificate of Excellence 2013 by Tripadvisor, this hotel is ideal for all
travellers looking for superior comfort and luxury.		
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